Personalized recommender systems rely on personal usage data of each user in the system. However, privacy policies protecting users' rights prevent this data of being publicly available to a wider researcher audience. In this work, we propose a memory biased random walk model (MBRW) based on real clickstream graphs, as a generator of synthetic clickstreams that conform to statistical properties of the real clickstream data, while, at the same time, adhering to the privacy protection policies. We show that synthetic clickstreams can be used to learn recommender system models which achieve high recommender performance on real data and at the same time assuring that strong de-minimization guarantees are provided.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in information technology constantly increase the quantities of information produced, transmitted and stored in each second around the world. This drives researchers to constantly improve the ability and performance of various data mining algorithms. Modern data mining algorithms are also able to easily extract unique patterns from data and thus pose serious threat for breaching privacy protection policies.
Recommender systems proved to be a very useful personal decision support tool in search through vast amounts of information on the subject of interest. Recommender techniques [1] , [2] are divided into three main categories: content-based, collaborative-based and hybrid-based recommender techniques. Content-based techniques [3] , [4] recommend items with respect to available structured or unstructured knowledge about user's online history; collaborative filtering techniques [5] recommend items with respect to past behaviour and interaction of all of the users and all of the items, whereas hybrid-based techniques [6] use combined approaches of the previous two techniques.
Regardless of the used technique, the system must have access to the users' private data -data consisting of users' history on the website and possibly other personal information. The quality of data, meaning the level of details, dictates the efficacy of the system. In the first approximation clickstream is a sequence of clicks made by a particular user while web browsing, leading from one item of interest to another. Clickstream data are considered to be a personal information, therefore privacy policies heavily restrict the public availability of this data, often rendering it unavailable for research.
To overcome these privacy policies, many real data sets (Netflix dataset, AOL search logs, Massachusetts Group Insurance Commission (GIC) medical encounter dataset, etc.) were anonymized by removing all the explicit personal identification attributes like name, social security number, etc.
Nevertheless, successful real world 'linkage attacks', on these data sets have been made, where researchers manage to identify personal records by linking different datasets by quasi personal identifiers like search logs, movie ratings, gender, ZIP code, etc. In case of the Netflix challenge dataset all explicit personal identification attributes were replaced with unique random number, but still the researchers [7] managed to link the Netflix dataset with the IMDB dataset by dates of user's ratings and partly de-anonymize the Netflix dataset. Dataset published by Massachusetts Group Insurance Commission (GIC) was also a target of linked attack by researchers [8] who exploited the fact that it is not common for two persons to have the same zip code, gender and birth date. Sweeney showed [8] that 87% of the U.S. population are unique with respect to the quasi identifiers like ZIP code, gender and date of birth. In August 2006, AOL published dataset of around 20 million search queries of 650 000 users from three months period which contained users clikstreams (URLs) from search results. Only a few days later, the New York Times reporters linked one clickstream with a real user which triggered a lawsuit against the AOL in the U.S. District Court in September 2006.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present related work on problem of privacy-preserving data publishing. In Section 3 we describe data generator matrices used for the generation of synthetic clickstreams and the biased and unbiased random walk models on graphs. In Sections 4 and 5 we follow up the previous section and apply a biased random walk model to clickstream data. We focus on memory biases and user-sampling procedure to construct clickstream synthetic datasets. In Section 6 we present experiments performed to show applicability of our method in recommender systems. We provide additional anonymization guarantee for synthetic clickstream datasets in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
The problem of privacy-preserving data publishing [27] [28] and privacy-preserving data mining [29] are intensively researched within three research communities: database community, statistical disclosure community and cryptography community. Different privacy protection models have been proposed in order to counter possible privacy attacks like record linkage, attribute linkage, table linkage and probabilistic attack.
Record linkage models like k-Anonymity model [30] [31] [32] assure that the number of records with some quasiidentifier id is at least k and therefore assure the value of linkage probability at most 1/k. Attribute linkage models like L-diversity [33] [34] are envisioned to overcome the problem of inferring the sensitive values from k anonymity groups by decreasing the correlations between quasi-identifiers and sensitive values. L-diversity model assures that the entropy of sensitive attributes in each group is larger than some threshold value l. A high value of l implies smaller probability of inferring sensitive values. Probabilistic models likedifferential privacy model [35] ensure that the difference between the prior and posterior beliefs is small enough. Thedifferential privacy model ensures that individual's presence or absence in the database does not effect the query output significantly. Post-random perturbation (PRAM) methods [36] [37] change original values through probabilistic mechanisms and thus, by introducing uncertainty into data, reduce the risk of re-identification.
Synthetic data generation is an alternative approach to data protection in which the model generates synthetic dataset preserving the statistical properties of original dataset. Several approaches for synthetic data generation have been proposed: (i) synthetic data generation by multiple imputation method [38] , (ii) synthetic data by bootstrap method [39] (estimating multi-variate cumulative probability distribution, derive similar c.d.f. and sample synthetic dataset), (iii) synthetic data by Latin Hypercube Sampling [40] (multivariate synthetic dataset), (iv) and others such as a combination of partially synthetic attributes and real non confidential attributes [41] [42] .
Most of the aforementioned anonymization strategies were developed for database records with fixed number of attributes but not for sequences such as clickstream data. This led us to propose a method for synthetic clickstream generation based on random walks. Random walks [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] have been previously used for construction of recommender systems for different types of graph structures emanating from users' private data, but not for generation of synthetic clickstreams. We propose an approach for synthetic clickstream generation by constructing a memory biased random walk model (MBRW) on the graph of the clickstream sequences, which is a subclass of Markov chains [13] , [14] . We also use the MBRW model to generate synthetic clickstreams with similar statistical properties to the real clickstreams. The MBRW algorithm can be understood as a clickstream generation and also an anonymization process. Re-identification is harder and uncertain due to the fact that the synthetic clickstreams are results of discrete stochastic process. Furthermore, we can provide even stronger privacy protection guarantee w.r.t. (Θ, ω) de-anonymization definition [7] .
Many data-privacy researchers state that high dimensional data poorly resist to de-anonymization [7] which is a serious problems for companies, and prevents usage of real-life datasets for research and for data-mining challenges. Currently, 1 million dollar worth Overstock.com recommender challenge [44] is running in which synthetic data, which shares certain statistical properties with real data sets, was released. They state that instead of releasing sensitive data, they can bring the recommender code to the data in the cloud. In the final round of the challenge contestants codes will be uploaded to RecLabs [45] core server to build models and to evaluate them against the real data. They only claim that their synthetic data may share certain real statistical properties and should be used just to test if code works. It would be useful both for contestants and the company if synthetic data could be also used as a precursor for model performance. In the rest of the paper we demonstrate that synthetic data generated with our method are indeed a good testing ground for recommender systems.
RANDOM WALK MODELS

Data generator matrices
Clickstream is a sequence of web pages or items in general visited by a user. A clickstream c i is an ordered sequence of web pages c i = u k by user i, then j <i k. The inequality relation "less than": <i is a function of particular user i. The set of all the clickstreams in a system is C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c i , ..., c n }. We define two characteristic matrices for the set of clickstreams C: (i) Direct Sequence Matrix (DS) and (ii) Common View Score Matrix (CV S). Matrix element DS[m, n] is the number of clickstreams in C in which the web page m followed immediately after the web page n. The Matrix element CV S[m, n] is the number of occurrences in which the web page m and the web page n belong to the same clickstream of C. Therefore, DS is not a symmetric matrix, whereas CV S is. The matrix DS represents an adjacency matrix of a weighted directed graph (V, EDS) whose set of vertices V represent web pages or items in the particular system and EDS represents weighted edges from DS matrix. The matrix CV S represents an adjacency matrix of a weighted undirected graph (V, ECV S ), whose set of vertices V represent web pages or items in the particular system and ECV S represents weighted edges from CV S matrix.
Unbiased random walk
In this subsection, we consider a case of a random walk on the large connected component in the non-weighted and undirected graph. We transform the weighted CV S graph to non-weighted graph. Random walk starts at an arbitrary vertex v k on CV S graph. At each discrete time step n, random walker resides at some vertex vm and randomly chooses an adjacent vertex v l from a uniform distribution of adjacent vertices. Let pi(n) denote a probability that the random walker will be at vertex vi at discrete time n:
in which kj denotes the degree of a vertex vj. In matrix form we can write
, in which D is a diagonal matrix with the degrees of vertices ki down the diagonal and T is a transition matrix. Stationary distributions p(∞) or just p can be expressed as:
in which matrix L is the Laplacian matrix of the graph CV S and D −1 p is the eigenvector with the corresponding zero eigenvalue. Thus, we know that D −1 p = c1 for every connected graph, in which c is a constant and 1 denotes vector whose components are all ones. This implies that the stationary probability distributions are:
Therefore, we conclude that the stationary probability of a random walker being at a vertex vi is proportional to its degree ki [15] .
Biased random walk
In this subsection we consider a case of a biased random walk [16] on a large connected component in the weighted CV S graph, which is undirected. Elements of the weighted adjacency matrix CV S of are used as biases for random walks. Let us denote pi(n) probability that the random walker will be at vertex vi at discrete time n. This probability can be expressed as:
In matrix form we can write
, in which Z is a diagonal matrix with the elements k CV S ki down the diagonal and T is a transition matrix. By analogue with the unbiased case stationary distributions p can be expressed as:
MBRW MODEL
The random walk of this model takes place on the DS graph and uses a combination of biases from the DS and CV S matrices. This discrete time Markov chain model has a finite memory of m past states. Initial vertex can be chosen either by stochastic or deterministic rule. Let us denote the initial vertex as u1, then the model chooses the next adjacent vertex u2 with the probability of:
The third lecture, u3 in the clickstream is chosen with the probability of:
. Using a finite memory of size m, we choose the vertex un with the probability of:
thus generating a clickstream c i = {u1, u2, u3, ..., un} at the n-th step of the random walk. Clickstream length L is a random variable sampled from a discrete probability distribution like Poisson, negative binomial, geometric, or from the real clickstream length distribution, if available. Using this model, we generated a set of clickstreams C = { c 1 , c 2 , ..., c K }. In each of the K independent iterations, we determine the clickstream length l and the initial vertex of the random walk. At the end of each iteration i, random walk path c i = {u 
MBRW MODEL WITH THE USER-PROFILE SAMPLING PROCEDURE
Let n and q denote total number of users and items in a particular system, respectively. The clickstream set of such system is denoted with C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c n }, in which c i represents a clickstream of a particular user i. We can construct a user-item usage matrix A from the clickstream set C by breaking the ordering of items in clickstreams. User-item matrix A is element of R n×q space and contains non-zeros element A(i, j) if and only if the clickstream c i of the user i contains the item element j. The user-item matrix can be represented as a bipartite graph B, in which first type of vertices are users and second type of vertices are items. T A is a one-mode projection of bipartite graphs to items and is closely related to CV S matrix. Therefore, both DS and CV S matrices represent item preference models and random walks on direct sequence and common view score graphs can only preserve item preferences.
In order to preserve user preferences with random walk models we introduce user-profile sampling procedure as an input memory parameter to the MBRW model. For each synthetic clickstream c i we want to create, we first randomly sample one real clickstream c j from the clickstream set C. Let us assume that the sampled real clickstream c j consists of the following items {x1, ..., xs−1, us, ..., ue, xe+1, ...}. Then we create a profile p j = {us, ..., ue} of user j by taking some random sequence subsample of clickstream c j between start index s and end index e, which are random variables. In Figure 1 we can see diagram of user-profile sampling procedure. In the next section, we will explain how to sample indexes s and e in more details. Then, we use created userprofile sequence p j = {us, ..., ue} as a memory component to MBRW model. More precisely, we take the user-profile p j as the first part of synthetic clickstream c i = {us, ..., ue} and choose the next item ue+1 with the probability of:
in which Z denotes the set of neighbours of item ue in DS graph. If Z set is empty set, we choose the next item ue+1 with the probability of:
in which Z denotes the set of neighbours of item ue in CV S graph. We then continue to use MBRW model until we have generated l new synthetic items. Note, that the value l is also a random variable which is sampled from some probability distribution L. In the end we have generated a synthetic clickstream c i = {us, ..., ue, ue+1, ..., ue+L} with first e − s original items and l new synthetic items. As a result of using user-profile sampling with MBRW model we generate synthetic clickstream set C satisfying the user and item preferences. The pseudo code for clickstream MBRW algorithm with the user-profile sampling procedure is provided in Algorithm 1. 
EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS
Here, we state five hypotheses about the properties of our clickstream MBRW model with the user-profile sampling procedure:
1. Basic statistical properties of DS and CV S matrices of synthetic clickstream set C are preserved if we generate a synthetic clickstream set of sufficiently large size.
2. Memory property of our model increases the probability of choosing the relevant next item.
3. User-preferences are largely preserved due to the userprofile sampling procedure although random walk takes place on item-preference graphs even for very small values of memory parameter.
Synthetic clickstream sets can be used by Recommender
Systems to learn a model on an anonymized dataset while achieving high recommendation performance on real test data.
5. We can provide guarantee that there exist no synthetic clickstream that has similarity to some real clickstream above some threshold Θ.
Now, we describe all the experiments we made in order to confirm our hypotheses. In these experiments we used a sample dataset created from the Yahoo! Music community's preferences to various musical items, released for the KDDCup 2011 [43] . We downsampled the dataset, and created a sub-sample of the modest dimensions (10000 users over 5000 items), in order to reduce computational load in numerous experiments. The set of items rated by users ordered in ascending time order represents a set of original clickstreams in our experiments. We use "vertical" and "horizontal" splits of the clickstream dataset to create training and test datasets. Diverse splits were necessary to prove different hypotheses. "Horizontal split" of clickstream dataset C creates two disjoint clickstreams sets Ctrain and Ctest of fixed sizes. "Vertical split" of clickstream dataset C creates two clickstream sets by a temporal cut. More precisely all the items in a clickstream prior to some specific time t are put to the Ctrain set and all the items in a clickstream after time t are put in Ctest set. We also apply both splits together to create two disjoint sets of clickstreams of fixed sizes and then make a vertical split on one of them again. We explain for each experiment, the logic of the particular split. These splits are graphically represented in the Figure  2 . 
Matching basic statistical properties experiment
In this experiment we examined how statistical properties of the item preference matrix like DS and CV S are preserved in synthetic clickstream set with respect to the original clickstream set. We used "horizontal split" of our clickstream dataset C to two sets Ctrain and Ctest of 9000 and 1000 clickstreams sizes, respectively. Then, we calculated the DS and CV S matrices of Ctrain dataset and created the synthetic clickstream set C by using MBRW model with user-profile sampling procedure. We used end index parameter e which was sampled from uniform distribution on range from 1 to length of particular sampled clickstream, memory parameter m which was sampled from Gaussian distribution G (3, 2) , number of random walk hops parameter l which was sampled from Gaussian distribution G(9, 2) and number of synthetic clickstreams parameter K varying from 10 4 − 10 6 . When we have synthetic clickstream set C, we calculate its statistical properties DS and CV S and compare it to the statistical properties of original dataset DS and CV S. It turns out that the various matrix norms like Frobenius and max norm on the difference matrices (DS − DS) and (CV S − CV S) are not appropriate as they do not capture order or ranking preservation between corresponding clickstreams. Therefore we used Spearman's rank correlation measure between the corresponding rows in (DS, DS) and (CV S, CV S). Table 1 : Average rank correlation between (DS, DS) and (CV S, CV S) for different sizes (K) of generated synthetic clickstream set.
Synthetic clickstream set is created using parameter m sampled from Gaussian distribution G(3, 2), parameter l sampled from Gaussian distribution G(9, 2) and parameter e sampled from Uniform distribution on clickstream length. Due to the fact that these matrices are sparse and that in the process of recommendation only top ranked items are relevant, we have used rank correlation only for the first z = 100 important elements. Rank correlation between complete rows would be misleadingly high due to the row sparsity. Average rank correlation coefficient AV G[r(DS, DS)] = 0.92 and AV G[r(CV S, CV S)] = 0.73 over all corresponding rows was obtained for first z most important elements, with the above parameters and K = 10 6 . The rank correlation coefficients for different values of parameter K can be seen in Table 1 . This shows highly correlated statistical properties (DS, DS) and (CV S, CV S). Although intuitively clear, it is still important to stress that high rank correlation cannot be achieved using arbitrary DS and CV S matrices. When two the matrices DS and CV S are constructed from the same clickstream set C, we say that they are "aligned". In order to achieve high similarity between both statistics (DS, DS) and (CV S, CV S), the biases for random walk DS and CV S need to be "aligned". We have generated synthetic clickstream set Cna with the K = 10 5 with two matrices DSna and CV Sna which are not "aligned" (not constructed from the same clickstream set C). In this case we got low similarity between (CV Sna, CV Sna) and high similarity between (DSna, DSna) (see Table 2 ). Table 2 : Statistical properties of (CV Sna, CV Sna) and (DSna, DSna) for "non-aligned" matrices and K = 10 5 , parameter m sampled from Gaussian distribution G(3, 2), parameter l sampled from Gaussian distribution G (9, 2) , parameter e sampled from Uniform distribution of clickstream length 
Size
AV G[r(DS, DS)] ST D[r(DS, DS)] K = 10
Importance of memory -vertical split experiments
In this experiment we did a "vertical split" of our real clickstream set C by a cut t in the sequence of items and created two datasets: Ctrain and Ctest, prior and after the time t, respectively. Through this experiment we determine how different values of memory affect the probability to generate the relevant item from Ctest set. More precisely, we create DS and CV S matrices from whole clickstream set C and for each clickstream ci from Ctrain set with the memory m we calculate the probability to choose the first next relevant item in Ctest set. For example, if we have clickstream c i train = {u1, u2, u3, u4, u5, u6} from Ctrain and the corresponding clickstream c i test = {u7, u8, ...} in Ctest then the first next relevant item for user i is u7. Relevant next item probability is defined as the probability of choosing the item u7 over all other items in MBRW model by using memory m. As expected, we observe that by introducing the memory to random walk model we can increase the average relevant item probability by approximately 60 percent on this dataset (see Figure 3) .
To assess more realistic situation, that of a real recommender system, in which we assume only partial knowledge of C dataset, thus also a partial knowledge of DS and CV S matrices we perform another "vertical split" experiment. In this experiment we do the same temporal split like in the previous experiment and create two datasets: Ctrain and Ctest. Here, we create DS and CV S from Ctrain dataset only, in contrast to the previous experiment in which we created them from whole C dataset. This means that we got the partial information and still measure the relevant next item probability. Note, that in this case of partial DS and CV S matrices the Z set of neighbouring nodes of last item in clickstreams of Ctrain in DS graph can be empty set. Then we calculate the relevant item probability by walking in CV S graph. From the Figure 3 we can see that by intro- Figure 3 : Average relevant item probability with respect to memory of MBRW model, when complete and partial information about the DS and CV S matrices are available ducing the memory to random walk model, we can increase the average relevant item probability by approximately 42 percent on this dataset by using partial information of DS and CV S matrices.
Assessing preference profile preservation
In this experiment we want to see how well can MBRW model with user-profile sampling procedure as input reproduce user preference structure of the original clickstream set. We define profile of user i to be any subsequence of clickstream ci in the clickstream set C. We created a user-item usage matrix A from the real clickstream set C. Remember, that matrix A contains non-zero elements A(i, j) if and only if user i consumed item j. Typically, matrix A is very sparse, thus in order to compare more efficiently original and synthetic usage matrix, or virtual-user profiles, we mitigated the sparsity problem by projecting into a dense reduced dimensional space using matrix factorization. Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is a matrix factorization technique of an m × n matrix A of the form: A = U SV * . If A is a real matrix, SVD is a factorization of the form A = U SV T , in which U is an unitary matrix of left singular vectors of A, matrix V is an unitary matrix of right singular vectors of A, and matrix S is a diagonal matrix whose non-zero elements are singular values of A. Best r low rank approximation with respect to the Frobenius norm of matrix A is matrix which takes r greatest singular values and left and right singular vectors to obtain matrix Ar = Ur × Sr × V T r . The last statement is known as the Eckart-Young theorem [17] . The matrix Ur represents user-preference in r dimensional latent space and the matrix Vr represent items in r dimensional latent space [18] .
To ensure mapping between the real and the synthetic user, we set the number of synthetic and real users to be equal (K = n), and changed the sampling procedure to sample each real clickstream only once. Then, we created synthetic clickstream set C and corresponding user-item usage matrix A. Afterwards, we permuted the rows of matrix A so that corresponding rows represent same users as matrix A. Note, when the numbers of artificial and real users are Figure 4 : Histogram of cosine similarity between corresponding rows of real user-preferences U k and synthetic user-preference U k in reduced latent feature space r = 100. Synthetic clickstream was generated with parameter m sampled from Gaussian distribution G(3, 2) and parameter l sampled from Gaussian distribution G(5, 2) and K ≈ 9000.
equal, the constraint that each real clickstream can be sampled only once is a good approximation because user-profile sampling procedure uses Uniform distribution.
To compare real and synthetic user-preferences we do a fold-in mapping [19] of every user vector ui from A to r dimensional latent feature space of matrix Ar. Mapping synthetic user vectors Ar to Ur is made by the following transformation:
r . Now, we have two matrices (Ur, Ur) of dimension n × r in latent low dimensional space representing real and synthetic user-preference. We use cosine similarity on vectors between the corresponding rows of Ur and Ur matrices.
In Figure 4 we present histogram of cosine similarity between corresponding rows of real user-preferences Ur and synthetic user-preference Ur in reduced latent feature space. Cosine similarity ranges from -1 indicating dissimilarity to 1 indicating similarity. Figure 4 shows that there is significant positive offset in similarity which reflects preservation of user preferences.
To gain more insight, we experimented by changing parameters m and l over a set of deterministic values. For that reason we have generated 121 different synthetic clickstreams sets C ml with parameters m and l varying in interval [0-10]. Figure 5 depicts that only small amount of memory is needed so that the average cosine similarity between the real and the synthetic users becomes significantly higher. Figure 6 depicts that average cosine similarity between the real and the synthetic users drops very slowly when we increase number of random hops.
Recommender system performance experiment
In this set of experiments we tested the quality of synthetically generated clickstreams by comparing performance of two recommendation models based on original C and synthetic set of clickstreams C. Figure 7 illustrates the experimental setup. We have used "horizontal split" of our clickstream dataset C to two sets Ctrain and Ctest of 9000 and 1000 clickstreams sizes, respectively. We use Item-based k-nn algorithm [20] as recommender to generate models for the comparison. This algorithm takes user-item usage matrix Atrain, constructed from Ctrain dataset and generates a model M . Model M is a item to item similarity matrix reduced in a way that each column i contains only k most similar non-zero elements. Then, we take Ctest clickstream set and do an additional "vertical or temporal split" to two sets Cquery and C result (see Figure 2, C part) . Itembased k-nn algorithm produces top-N recommendation list for each clickstream in Cquery dataset and evaluates predictions against ground truth solution C result using Recall@n, measure used often in information retrieval. Recall@n tell us what is the probability that a relevant items is retrieved in top-N recommendation list. In first experiment of this kind we generated the synthetic clickstream set Ctrain from Ctrain with parameters m sampled from Gaussian distribution G(3, 2) and l sampled from Gaussian distribution G(5, 2) and K ≈ 9000. Item-based k-nn algorithm (k=15) is then used to build two recommender models M and M using Ctrain and Ctrain, respectively. These models are then used to generate predictions for the same query set Cquery, and obtained results are evaluated against C result using Recall@5 evaluation measure. Figure 8 gives the results of these two models represented as frequency histograms over particular Recall@5 values. High agreement in histogram profile implies that original user To get more detailed picture of the performance of recommender systems, for synthetic datasets generated with different deterministic values of parameters m and l, we have generated 121 different synthetic clickstreams sets C ml with parameters m and l varying in interval [0] [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . For each synthetic clickstream set C ml we made a different model of M ml and evaluate its performance as in the previous experiment. In Figure 9 we can see the average recall@5 performance of recommender system that uses M ml on the Cquery and C result clickstream dataset. Relatively steep rise in performance of the synthetically generated models with m > 3 and l > 3 show that it is possible to generate recommendation models similar to those generated using original clickstreams. Table 3 : Performances of different recommender systems using models generated from original and synthetic clickstreams, tested against same test set C result .
Final set of recommender quality experiments involved assessment of synthetically generated recommendation models for diverse algorithms [22] [21] (Weighted user-based knn [26] , Weighted item-based k-nn [20] , Biased Matrix Factorization [23] , Weighted Regularized Matrix Factorization [25] ) and using other more different measures (AUC, NDCG, MAP, precision). The results are given in the Table 3 for the synthetic clickstreams generated using MBRW with parameters m sampled from Gaussian distribution G(3, 2), l sampled from Gaussian distribution G(5, 2) and K=9000.
ANONYMIZATION
Most of the anonymization strategies fail to guarantee privacy on real datasets. Real world datasets like recommendations, preferences, transactions, etc. tend to be high dimensional and mostly sparse. Furthermore, de-anonymization attack algorithms can use any available background knowledge along with probabilistic reasoning to breach privacy. Narayanan and Shmatikov [7] shown that there exist limits of privacy in public datasets. They, also constructed a formal model for privacy breaches in anonymized datasets. We provide only basic notion and definitions from their work [7] to demonstrate anonymization capabilities of the MBRW model. We start with the definition of ( , θ)-sparsity of the database. A database D is ( , θ)-sparse w.r.t. the similarity measure sim if:
Similarity measure is a function that maps two user vectors in dataset to the interval [0, 1]. A database D can be (Θ, ω) de-anonymized w.r.t. auxiliary information Aux if there exists an algorithm A which, on inputs D and Aux(r) in which r ∈ D outputs r such that:
Our MBRW model with user-sampling procedure generates partially synthetic dataset. Due to the fact that these clickstreams are results of discrete stochastic process privacy is preserved in a way that re-identification is uncertain. However, MBRW approach also provides re-identification protection guarantee w.r.t. (Θ, ω) de-anonymization definition via simple clickstream privacy filtering.
To illustrate the procedure of clickstream privacy filtering we have generated the synthetic clickstream set Ctrain from Ctrain with parameters m sampled from Gaussian distribution G(3, 2) and parameter l sampled from Gaussian distribution G(5, 2) and K ≈ 25000. We have generated K ≈ 25000 synthetic clickstreams from the original clickstream set Ctrain, which contains ≈ 9000 real clickstreams. We can then simulate de-anonymization attack by assuming that attacker possess perfect knowledge of the original dataset Ctrain, used to generate our synthetic dataset. In order to provide de-anonymization protection guarantee for our synthetic dataset it is sufficient to calculate the similarity between all pairs of clickstreams from Ctrain and Ctrain, and filter out those clickstreams from Ctrain that have similarity over some threshold Θ. To illustrate the proportions of the dataset that has similarity to original clickstreams above some threshold Θ, we have calculated all the pairwise similarities between the original and synthetic clickstreams. The distribution is depicted in Figure 10 . For similarity function we have used cosine similarity between vectors of users. After pruning the clickstream Ctrain set we guarantee that there exist no synthetic clicstream that has similarity to some real clickstream above some threshold Θ or that : P (sim(r, r ) ≥ Θ) = 0.
If for example we set the threshold Θ to be 0.7, then after pruning, the synthetic clickstream Ctrain set will contain approximately 80% of its original size K ≈ 25000. Note, that we have assumed that the attacker obtained 100% of real dataset and that the similarity between clickstreams is calculated as similarity of binary vectors where ordering is not relevant. In real life scenario attacker typically has access to small sample of original clickstream set along with their identification attributes. In our experiments we obtained small impact on recommender performance for Θ as low as 0.60.
CONCLUSIONS
The principle aim of our work was to construct generator of real-like clickstream datasets, that preserve structure of original user-item preferences but is at the same time addressing privacy protection requirements (resilience to "linkage" attacks). With respect to this aim we have investigated properties of the memory biased random walk model with the user-profile sampling procedure.
Infinite many sequences or paths can be constructed from clickstream graph, but with memory biased random walk model (MBRW) we sample sequences that are more likely to Figure 10 : Fraction of synthetic clickstreams having similarity to most similar original clickstream above some value, for the simulated dataset. occur in a system described by DS, CV S statistics. Furthermore, we sample clickstreams according to sampled userprofiles in order to preserve user-preferences in a system. We demonstrated that the basic statistical properties of "aligned" data generators DS and CV S matrices are preserved in synthetic dataset if we generate dataset of sufficiently large size. We demonstrated that memory property of MBRW model increases the probability of choosing the relevant next item over all other items in a system.
In addition to presenting the new algorithm for synthetic clickstream generation, we demonstrate that synthetic datasets created with MBRW model can be used to learn recommender models and achieve high recommendation performance on the real data. At the same time this approach is amenable to simple mechanism for re-identification protection in the sense of the (Θ, ω) de-anonymization guarantee.
Important impacts of these results we see for the research, whereas by combining high quality replica of usage data and item content descriptions more realistic datasets could be made available for research. With the same approach commercial enterprises that rely on outsourcing in recommender system development, could benefit through lowering their privacy-breaching risks. 
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